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Playing with Pressure 

GAP CONTROL A PRESSURE TACTIC 

I am writing this blog with the goal of educating players and coaches about Gap Control. 
Gap Control is an important pressure tactic in hockey that should receive closer 
attention in the teaching and coaching of players on how to play with pressure. 

As a young defenceman we were coached to practice our backward skating skills so 
that we could skate as fast backwards as any Forward skates forwards. We were taught 
the importance of playing the right gaps in the Neutral Zone (NZ) to improve our ability 
to defend. The ability to defend meant being in position to angle a player off into the 
boards and pressure up to play with physicality. Physicality didn't mean playing overly 
physical but it did mean playing the body first and separating the opponent from the 
puck as part of defending.  

As a young defenceman we were taught drills to play a tight gap (distance between the 
puck carrier and the defender). When the coach blew the whistle to start the drill the gap 
was two stick lengths apart (at most) and we had to skate backward as fast as the 
Forward skated forwards. If the defenceman couldn’t keep up and maintain the gap the 
Forward would blow by him and take the puck to the net unchallenged. You didn’t want 
this to happen to you very often because it was embarrassing.  

As a young defenceman we would be exposed to some of the following drills where the 
gap between the Forward and defenceman was always measured and important to the 
process of playing with pressure and defending: 

• One on One full ice, 

• One on One half ice or less, 

• Two on One, Two on Two, 

• Three on Two and others. 

As defensemen our coaches would tell us about the importance of supporting the puck 
defensively. Our coaches would emphasize that hockey is a game of time and space 
and we must individually and as a group defend the puck with pressure to force 
turnovers and/or limit our opponents ability to make good decisions and advance the 
puck. 
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The subject of gap control was introduced to us at the Pee Wee age group in 
competitive hockey because that is the age group when strategy and skill development 
starts to become more important in the development process.

It is absolutely necessary to start working with young defencemen on their gaps 
because they must focus on the development of their skating skills to allow them time to 
develop and play their gaps properly in game situations. 

It is equally important that young defenceman develop their ability to turn in both 
directions while skate backwards at full speed with proper (foot work) technique. Turning 
to the outside at full speed when skating backward to angle a puck carrier to the boards 
outside the face off dots was the strong side defenceman’s role. This individual tactical 
play is a pressure tactic essential to the development of a young defenceman.   

It is unacceptable for a defenceman to give away the blue line and not defend entrance 
into the defensive zone by backing up and not challenging the puck carrier when there 
is back pressure support (back checkers) to allow the defenceman to play a one stick 
length gap and force the puck carrier outside the dots into the boards to separate him 
from the puck.

There has not been enough coaching on the NZ in competitive minor hockey and the 
result has been a failure of the system to teach and coach some of the following 
pressure tactics and skills:

• Gap control (individually and as a group),

• The ability of a defensive player to “pressure up” on a puck carrier and play the body 
with correct athletic posture, balance and technique,

• The ability to support the puck defensively as a group (five player unit) versus three 
forwards chasing the puck in the zone or simply not having any regard for individual 
defensive responsibility,

• Body checking with proper use of the body and stick to angle an opponent off into the 
boards and separate him from the puck and regain control of the puck at the same,

• Effective angling technique (middle ice protected) where time and space is taken 
away with the correct angle of attack and timing of the check,

• Playing man coverage and forcing the opponent to make a good hockey play when no 
passing lane options exists,

• Defending the blue line and entrance into the DZ by playing a one stick length gap at 
the blue line and providing effective man coverage and back pressure as a unit.
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The focus of this blog is on the subject of gap control because it is the intention of the  
website to create awareness for the need to refocus our efforts as coaches on playing 
the pressure game. We can develop better players and produce a better on ice product 
in competitive minor hockey and above if we focus on the teaching and coaching of 
pressure tactics and skills. We are not in support of “trapping systems” or complicated 
defensive tactics or systems.  A simple straightforward 1-2-2, 2-1-2 or other “structured” 
method of playing team defence is all that is necessary to start working on the skills and 
tactics of playing with pressure. Players gain new skills and improve existing skills by 
playing with pressure and you will be helping players in the development process so 
they will have an opportunity to play at higher levels where only the pressure game is 
played.

Accepted Neutral Zone Gap Control

There are three generally accepted measurements for playing proper gaps in the NZ 
based on the location of the puck and puck carrier:

1. Opponent’s blue line - three stick lengths,

2. Red line - two stick lengths,

3. Your blue line - one stick length.

For those of you who are more visual we include the diagram below to illustrate the 
puck locations and location of the defencemen. We used X1, X2, X3 for puck locations 
and the dotted lines matching X1, X2 and X3 for the location where the gap should be 
played by the defence pairing.
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Teaching One Stick Length Gap Control to Defencemen 

It is essential that young defenceman are taught how to play the strong side role when 
defending the blue line and entrance into the zone. Some of the keys to proper coaching of the 
technique are as follows but not limited to: 

1. Playing between the dots as a D pairing when being attacked by the opponent off the rush 
and protecting middle ice, 

2. Timing of the turn to the outside to force the puck carrier outside the dots and towards the 
boards. If you wait until you are shoulder to shoulder it’s too late, the puck carrier is already 
by you. The general rule for the strong side D is to turn when his outside shoulder is at 45 
degrees to the puck carrier’s inside shoulder. Timing is critical to this play. 

3. Review of the proper foot work for the strong side D. Open up the outside skate and pushing 
off the inside skate when turning to the outside is preferred to crossovers because the puck 
carrier may try to beat you inside especially if he sees you’re using crossovers to the 
outside.  

4. Playing the body effectively by pressuring up and using the body and stick effectively in total 
balance and control. The use of the stick close to the body is essential when checking. The 
sweep and poke check technique should be part of the coaching. 

5. Role of the weak side D in supporting the strong side D by moving to middle ice for support. 

6. A defenceman should never allow a forward to get inside a one stick length gap because if 
he does he will beat the defenceman almost every time. 

The reason we encourage one stick length gap defence by the defensive pairing with proper 
back pressure support is to make a pressure play just inside the blue line and not back up 
allowing the opponent the time and space to make a good decision with the puck or shot on net. 
The pressure play at the blue line also prevents the opponent from having more players set up 
in the offensive zone to engage the offence. 

Any defenceman can back up and not challenge the puck carrier and let them gain entrance into 
the offensive zone. In the video clip we show in our blog post with this article Gallagher of the 
Canadiens scores off a soft play by the strong side D. When you don’t defend your blue line this 
type of soft goal can occur. Don’t blame the goalie, the D pairing allowed Gallagher the time and 
space to shoot the puck with accuracy. 

You might want to examine how the Sabres strong side D had all of his weight forward on the 
toes of his skates reaching forward. Not only did the strong side D back up and not play with 
pressure he put himself at jeopardy to be beat either to the outside or by Gallagher putting the 
puck under his stick or through his feet and going around him by being out of balance. 

At think less play faster hockey we want you to know that our intention is not to be critical of the 
coaching out there but to create awareness for a focus back on playing with pressure tactics 
and skills to help players in the development process. As a coach you are in a position to make 
a big difference to young hockey players in their development. Teach and coach pressure skills 
and tactics and help players become students of the game so that they can think less and play 
faster hockey.
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